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CHERISH
Cherish delicately crafts total concepts for the Complete Hospitality Solutions making every event an 
occasion to delve in the grandeur of celebratory ambience with support of an extensive and experienced 
in-house team. Be it a birthday party, marriage, or a corporate function, the services which Cherish 
offers will make every moment spent in its vicinity remain alive in your hearts even after years

T here are celebrations, then there are grand 
celebrations, and then there is the blinding 
sheen of the grandiose and the extravagant 

glee which Cherish offers. Operating in a harmonious 
tandem with culture, courage, and commitment, 
Cherish through its plethora of services is redefining 
the hospitality services since 2004. It is the only brand, 
which caters to all aspects of Banqueting, Exclusive 
Outdoor Caterings, Restaurants, and Corporate & 
Private Dining earning the trust of millions, not only 
in India but also in global arena. 

CRAFTED EMBELLISHMENTS 
Cherish entered the field of banqueting in 2010 with 
style and versatility of its own. Cherish’s presence in 
North, East, and West Delhi, NCR, and Karnal is like 
a pearl in the ocean of Cherish Banquet’s ocean of 
sculpted perfection. Cherish banquets are fit for any 
and every occasion. 
 Its resorts are creations of intricate artwork and 
craftsmanship of bedazzling designs. The resorts 
welcome the guests with warmth of affection and 
promise the customers the best time of their lives 
with intrinsically planned events. 

REPLENISHING THE TASTE BUDS
The foundation of Cherish is deep rooted in its 
commitment to excellence. Through its chain 

of fine dining restaurants, the company offers 
elaborate dining and wining experiences. Cuisines 
like Mexican, Italian, Oriental, Japanese, Thai, and 
Mongolian along with traditional Indian regional food 
is at offer in variable menus. The dinners at Cherish  
are exciting events adorned with the most spectacular 
culinary creations. The skilled chefs and their teams 
have an obsession with perfection and their expertise 
is unmatchable 
 The kitchens are maintained under stringent hygienic 
conditions and the environment inside keeps on 
brimming with passion to offer a rich connoisseur of 
perfect taste and aroma that can surprise the guests 
with perfection and innovation. 

UNDER THE SHADOW OF GORGEOUS SKY
Cherish offers the most exquisite outdoor catering 
services with the concept of live kitchens where 
food is cooked on elaborate grills, which enhances 
the event to a different level of creativity. The 
astonishing, innovative, and splendid event can leave 
anyone flabbergasted with its exquisite and assorted 
cuisines and theme based arrangements. A stagecraft 
of culinary skills garnished with impeccable cooking 
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and serving styles, the outdoor experience remains 
etched in the memory of the guests as an ultimate 
experience. 

MAJESTIC WEDDING EXPERIENCE 
Marriage initiates the beginning of a whole new life and 
experiences for the couple and everyone aspires to get 
wedded amidst the most picturesque surroundings. 
Cherish offers a flawless service with its mesmerizing 
destination wedding at Jaipur, Udaipur, Lucknow, 
Ajmer, Daman, and Goa, to name a few. The aura 
amalgamates the traditions and modern day style 
seamlessly, adoring the environment with undying 
romance, happiness, and love. 

It also offers exclusive wedding pandal services 
which are crafted as per the taste and requirement of 
the clients to make the perfect setting for a gala affair.  

PERFECT TO A ‘T’
Client satisfaction is the ultimate goal for Cherish 
and it promises to cater every specific requirement 
of theirs. The details of every event and the planning 
are shared with the clients beforehand and their 
suggestions are taken in account to ensure that the 
event is maintained as per their taste and choice. The 
guest relations team monitors the whole event. After 
the function is over, each guest is called individually 
to record their feedback which later is shared with 
the members of Operations & F& B Service team who 
then innovate to improve the services offered. 

TOUR DE FORCE
•	 It	focuses	on	specialized	designer	
aura	created	around	various	
sections	of	the	banquets.

•	 The	air	conditioned	halls	are	
ornamented	with	lavish	interiors	
and	lift	connectivity	to	each	floor.

QUANTUM LEAPS
•	 Cherish	Banquet	has	graced	the	
celebrations	of	a	vast	clientele	
including	Apicon,	AIIMS,	Delhi	
Highcourt,	etc.

•	 Cherish	owns	Multiple	Base	kitchen	
set-ups	&	specially	designed	
kitchens	to	ensure	proper	hygiene.	


